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BIO 

 

RASA PLIOPLIENE - SENIOR CONSULTANT 

Rasa’s Skills: 

• MS Office Products. 

• Certified professional Microsoft Dynamics 

365 Business Central Consultant. 

• More than 15 years’ experience, with strong 

knowledge of Microsoft Dynamics 365 

Business Central, 

o Financial Management, 

o Sales and Marketing,  

o Purchasing,  

o Warehouse,  

o Resource Planning, Service, 

o Jobs, 

o Rapid Start Services 

o Manufacturing. 

• Implementing more than 40 Microsoft 

Dynamics NAV projects. 

 

Rasa’s Hobbies: 

• Swimming, Travels, Long walks, Books, 

Theatre, Concerts, New technologies. 

 

Rasa’s Statement: 

“The strong “One Family” culture is the key for 

making KE Consulting as one of the best 

companies to work with. Open communication 

and transparency make me feel at home. I am 

working with a great group of people. They are 

fun and upbeat and know how to get the job 

done while keeping the work environment 

enjoyable.” 

 

 

 
 

What's new and planned for Dynamics 

365 Business Central 2020 - Wave 2 

This topic lists features that are planned to 

release from October 2020 through March 

2021. 

 

In the General availability column, the feature 

will be delivered within the month listed. The 

delivery date can be any day within that 

month. Released features show the full date, 

including the date of release.  

This check mark (   ) shows which features 

have been released for public preview or early 

access and for public preview, early access, 

and general availability. 

 

Administration 
The 2020 release wave 2 delivers a set of 

features that are designed to simplify and 

improve the way partners administer tenants, 

and the way administrators carry out 

administration tasks for licensing and 

permissions. 
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Feature General availability 
Improved overview and management of the available database and file capacity     Oct 1, 2020 

Log of admin operations in the Business Central admin centre     Oct 1, 2020 

Service-to-service authentication for Automation APIs     Oct 1, 2020 

Support for additional Azure AD roles for the customer admins to access Business Central admin centre     Oct 1, 2020 

Support for an unlimited number of production and sandbox environments     Oct 1, 2020 

Manage irreversible features     Oct 1, 2020 

Database access intent changed to read-only for frequently used reports     Oct 1, 2020 

Deprecation of the legacy Dynamics NAV Help Server component     Oct 1, 2020 

Speed up low-level code calculations     Oct 1, 2020 

Disable Integration Records and Integration Management     Oct 1, 2020 

Schedule data update of application features enabled through Feature Management     Oct 1, 2020 

Extension lifecycle telemetry in Application Insights for ISVs     Dec 1, 2020 

Restoring environments to a point in time in the past To be announced 

 

 

 

 

Application 
With Business Central 2020 release Wave 2 enhancements: 

 

Feature General availability 
Business Central company hub     Oct 1, 2020 

VAT group reporting     Oct 1, 2020 

Default unit cost for non-inventory items     Oct 1, 2020 

Track packages from more types of sales documents     Oct 1, 2020 

Consolidation file format support for Dynamics 365 Finance     Oct 1, 2020 

Auto-resolve Microsoft Dataverse conflicts     Oct 1, 2020 

Check financial journals in background     Oct 1, 2020 

Improved control over how and when you post WIP entries for jobs to the general ledger     Oct 1, 2020 

Write longer item references     Oct 1, 2020 

Use the copy journal function on Posted General Journals and control date for reversing entries in 

Recurring General Journals 

    Oct 1, 2020 

Use Word document layouts to customize outgoing customer documents     Oct 1, 2020 

Easier to choose the right Role Center     Oct 1, 2020 

Remove coupling of records integrated with Microsoft Dataverse in bulk     Oct 1, 2020 

Restore synchronization defaults for Microsoft Dataverse integration for selected Integration Table 

Mapping 

    Oct 1, 2020 

Use contact mobile phone number and email consistently across application     Oct 1, 2020 

Use conversion templates to convert contacts to vendors and employees     Oct 1, 2020 

Define retention policies     Oct 1, 2020 

Notify users of high-risk changes in selected setup fields     Nov 3, 2020 

Enhanced email capabilities     Nov 11, 2020 

Control how Account Schedules for core financial reports are generated     Nov 16, 2020 

Use new sales pricing experience     Nov 16, 2020 

Improved VAT registration number validation     Nov 19, 2020 

Use shortcut dimensions in G/L entries for financial reporting Jan 2021 

Handle price list exceptions with Allow Updating Defaults Jan 2021 

Bank reconciliation improvements Feb 2021 

Use recurring journals to allocate balances by dimension values Feb 2021 
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DYNAMICS 365 BC 

What’s coming soon in Dynamics 365 

Business Central 

Features 
 

 

To create an information card when you post 

journals or documents, go to the Item 

Tracking Code page and turn on the toggle 

for Create SN Info. on posting or Create Lot 

No. Info on posting. For even more control, go 

to the Item Tracking Lines page and use 

the New SN Information Card or New Lot 

Information Card actions. If you create serial 

numbers in bulk by using the Create 

Customized SN or Assign Serial No. actions, 

you can enable Create SN Information and an 

information card will be created for each 

tracking line. 

 

Enabled for: Users, automatically 

General availability: Apr 2021 

 

5. BETTER WITH DYNAMICS 365 

Business value 

You can use the mail merge functionality in 

Word to use data from Business Central to add 

a personal touch to bulk communications. 

When you want to send a document to a lot of 

recipients—for example, to your customers and 

contacts as part of a sales campaign—you can 

use Word’s mail merge capability to 

personalize each document by pulling data 

about the recipients from Business Central. 

 

Enabled for: Users, automatically 

General availability: Apr 2021 

 

6. MORE COUNTRIES 

Business value 

With 2021 release wave 1, we expand to India, 

Greece, Romania, and Turkey. With these 

releases Business Central will now be available 

in 52 countries and regions. 

 

Enabled for: Users, automatically 

General availability: Apr 2021 

 

7. MODERN CLIENT 

Business value 

Double-click a record in a list 
Lists of records now accept double-clicking as 

a quick way to activate a single record. This is 

consistently available when viewing the list as 

rows or even as tiles. Even though you can now 

double-click in the empty space between record 

values, you can continue to single-click on any 

hyperlinked values to activate them, or click 

repeatedly on nonhyperlinked values to select 

and then copy the text. 

 

A double-click triggers the default action for 

the record. For example, on most lists, this 

would drill down into the details card page for 

the record. In a lookup dialog, this would 

instead choose the record and close the dialog. 

 

1. COMPANY SETUP 

Business value 

Get up and running with Dynamics 365 

Business Central faster. 

 

Enabled for: Users, automatically 

General availability: Apr 2021 

 

2. GETTING STARTED 

CHECKLISTS FOR GUIDED AND 

FASTER INITIAL SETUP 

Business value 

Customers want to get up and running with 

Dynamics 365 Business Central easier and 

faster. A new concept of Getting started 

checklists allows partners to bring checklists 

to the customer that enable the customer to 

complete the last-mile setup by themselves, 

not depending on a consultant or partner to 

assist. 

 

Enabled for: Users, automatically 

General availability: Apr 2021 

 

3. ADMINISTRATION 

Business value 

With this release, we enable delegated 

administrators to perform more actions in the 

Business Central environment. These actions 

used to be only available to licensed customer 

users. This will enable partners to provide 

better support for their customers. Job queues 

are used in numerous business-critical 

scenarios in Business Central today, yet our 

partners were unable to verify that the job 

queues they configured could actually run. For 

example, they couldn't tell whether they had 

the required permissions or license. Setting up 

and testing Business Central environments 

before handing them over to the customers is 

an essential task for partners (delegated 

administrators). 

 

Regarding job queues, partners acting as 

delegated administrators can now perform the 

following activities: 

• Pause a job queue, which was scheduled by 

a licensed user. 

• Restart a failed job queue, which was 

scheduled by a licensed user. 

• Run a job queue one time, for one full 

cycle, to verify that it works. They can call 

it as many times as needed before handing 

it over to the customer (licensed user) to 

start it as a recurrent job. After the job 

queue completes, it will be put in the on-

hold status and can't be rescheduled. 

 

 

Also with this release, delegated administrators 

can change the Business Central user 

experience from Essential to Premium on the 

Company Information page. 

 

It's common that partner users are also 

registered as business-to-business (B2B) guest 

users in the customer's Azure directory—for 

example, in order to collaborate via Microsoft 

Teams. In the past, partner users invited as 

B2B guests would lose their delegated 

administration access to Business Central 

environments of the customer. With this 

release, partner users that have a delegated 

administration relationship with the customer 

will keep the same access to Business Central 

and the Business Central admin centre, even if 

they're added as B2B guests. 

 

Enabled for: Admins, makers, marketers, or 

analysts, automatically 

General availability: Apr 2021 

 

4. APPLICATION 

Business value 

Some industries not only need to track lot and 

serial numbers, they also need additional 

information about them. To support that, 

Business Central offers the Lot No. 

Information and SN Information pages, 

where you can add notes, such as information 

about the quality of a lot, and block the use of 

numbers if needed. These pages are often 

extended for specific industries. You can 

create these pages to add details directly while 

you create item tracking lines. Alternatively, if 

you create lot and serial numbers in bulk, you 

can add details automatically when you post 

inventory transactions. 

 
IMAGE: SN Specific Tracking 
 

 
IMAGE: Edit Enter Costumization SN 
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Consistently select all text when 

clicking on a field 
Today, using the Tab or Enter keys to set 

focus to a field, or selecting an editable cell in 

a list, always selects the entire field value. 

This is convenient for quickly replacing the 

field value. With this update, we are aligning 

the remaining cases that didn't select the entire 

field value with a single-click, so that they 

now do. 

 

Working at reduced browser 

width or upscaled screens 
We've made the desktop interface more 

responsive, where it adapts automatically to 

the available space. This accommodates 

diverse screen resolutions, low-vision users 

who are more comfortable working with a 

scaled-up UI, as well as embedding the 

Business Central web client into small frames 

inside other applications. Enhancements 

include: 

• Page inspection pane can be collapsed to 

the side of the screen. 

• Horizontal scrollbar added to fixed layout 

and grid layout controls to prevent 

compressing tabular values. 

• Action buttons on report request pages and 

all dialogs are always visible and 

accessible. 

• Report preview stretches to fill the 

available space, and toolbar buttons remain 

visible and accessible. 

• At reduced width, page margins 

automatically shrink to display more 

content. 

• Buttons and menus in the Business Central 

header remain accessible. 

 

Enabled for: Users, automatically 

General availability: Apr 2021 

 

 

8. REPORT EXTENSIBILITY 

Business value 

A very common scenario is to customize 

reports by adding more fields to the dataset and 

modifying the layout. Until now, you would 

have to take full ownership of the report 

dataset (for example, a copy) just to make 

small changes, thereby forcing partners to 

maintain a full report and prohibiting multiple 

ISV contributions to the same report in an 

extensible way. With report extensibility, a 

new report extension object can be created, 

which adds new fields to the dataset or a new 

layout. 

 

Ability to extend an existing report by making 

additive changes to the report dataset and 

request page. Report layouts will not have an 

extensibility model. 

 

Enabled for: Users, automatically 

General availability: Apr 2021 

 

 

9. SUPPORT CLOUD PRINTING 

Business value 

Universal Print is a Microsoft 365 service that 

modernizes print management and delivers a 

simple, straightforward printing experience. 

With Business Central supporting cloud 

printing via Universal Print, you can now send 

documents and reports to any of the printers 

defined in your Universal Print management 

page. 

 

This feature adds a native extension that 

enables cloud printing using the newly released 

Microsoft Universal Print technology. This is in 

addition to our existing email printing 

capabilities for supported devices (like HP 

ePrint and more) and third-party extensions 

previously built by Business Central partners 

(including PrintNode support and more). 

 

With Universal Print and Business Central 

together, you can: 

• Enhance Business Central with printing 

experience powered by Microsoft 365 cloud. 

• Unblock the move to the cloud and support 

printing for Azure Active Directory (Azure 

AD) users without a complex, hybrid print 

setup. 

• Print only to devices users have access to. 

• Eliminate the need to manage print servers 

or install printer drivers, including existing 

printers (via a software connector, connector 

appliance, or directly). 

• Print from anywhere when connected to the 

internet and authenticated to Azure AD. 

 

Enabled for: Users, automatically 

General availability: Apr 2021 

  

 

 

CONTACT US 

General: 01793 831 929           Website:  https://www.kecdynamics.com/ 

Support: 01793 824 777           E-mail:  Support@keconsulting.co.uk 

 

https://www.kecdynamics.com/

